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In the Shadows of COVID-19:
Challenges That Plagued Teachers
Amidst a Pandemic
Alexis M. Arreola-Segura
Texas A&M International University
In the midst of the COVID-19
pandemic, some teachers have been
struggling to maintain their morale, passion,
and love for their profession. They are
juggling a myriad of tasks and expectations
whilst simultaneously attempting to heal
from an ongoing shared trauma.
Additionally, the pressure to maintain the
same level of rigor, eagerness, and success
that existed before COVID-19 is immense,
resulting in teachers feeling powerless,
voiceless, and invisible. Not only has this
pandemic forced teachers to place their own
lives and health at risk, but in the rush to
return to traditional schooling, it has pushed
teachers to their limit—often ending in burnout or resignation. Past shared traumas, such
as 9/11/2001, warn against rushing into a
perfunctory type of therapy in which there is
a rush for normalcy before addressing the
issues that plagued people during the trauma
itself. It is with this suggestion in mind that I
look closely at the multitude of effects that
COVID-19 has had on teaching; it is
important to examine what lurks in the
shadows of this pandemic and be wary of
forcing a return to normalcy before properly
appreciating the true enormity that is this
trauma. Thus, as educators consider how to
collectively heal, they must first analyze the
issues that have been neglected, or even
disregarded, due to the prominent urgency
that is COVID-19. Then they must plan to
move forward inclusively and with intent for
change.
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Ephemeral
Art Spiegelman: What will last? What is
ephemeral? What is timeless? What is
passing? What scale does this event
really have? All questions raised within
the work is clear. I think its complexity
is a gift. It’s not an event that should be
simplified and brought down to being a
war poster. The other implications of
the event are still unfolding, and this
offers a way to approach them because
of its rawness.
-Steven Heller (2004), Art Spiegelman:
The Sky is Falling
Art Spiegelman, Pulitzer Prize winning
creator of Maus: A Survivor’s Tale and
author of In the Shadow of No Towers, uses
satire and comix to express the enormity of
two devastating and life-altering events in
our history. While the word comix is
technically a slang for comics, the use of the
word implies that the content may be
graphic, sexual, political, or inappropriate to
some; this labeling distinguishes it from
more typical comics that may be more
censored and/or humorous. Spiegelman’s
work is considered comix as he uses one
work to focus on a character living in the
midst of the Holocaust, and the other to
depict himself as a bystander of 9-11—both
topics that may be too graphic and political
for some readers. Using this style,
Spiegelman is able to immerse his readers in
the content without any barriers or fear of
censorship. He is also able to depict raw
honesty and a sense of his own despair
concerning the issues. Specifically, in In the
Shadow of No Towers, readers are able to
sense how, even as a bystander, Spiegelman
is just as much absorbed by the trauma as
everyone else; much of this is largely due to
how the mediated version of the event
overshadowed and overwhelmed his own
personal experience. His work portrays that
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the enormity of 9-11 was so hypermediated
that any singular voices or experiences had
no room to exist outside of it. Rather, they
were forced to meld into a singular or
holistic narrative—depriving them of an
individual perspective. In one specific
instance, Spiegelman draws out a figure of
himself trying to share his personal
experience with his readers, but the comic
panes begin to turn sideways while he is
speaking. They turn until they face away
from the readers and all that is left are the
horizontal edges of the panels. This, then,
creates a new visualization in which two
panels are turned and their edges resemble
two standing towers (p. 2). This imagery
illustrates the irrelevance of Spiegelman’s
story; the traumatic event, not how he
personally survived it, is the focus.
It is this same issue of diminished or
unvalidated perspectives that rings true for
the teachers who have shared their own
depictions of teaching during COVID-19.
Thus, in the same style of cathartic comics,
their illustrations are meant to depict the
shared frustrations, disappointments, and
heartaches of teachers over the last year. The
comics are meant to portray some of the
ongoing issues and emotions that teachers
working at the high school level in San
Antonio, Texas have felt during this
pandemic. Figure 1 is the depiction of a new
normal as teachers navigate the inconsistent
nature of the protocols set forth by the
country, the state, and the administration of
the school district. One can also see that
outside of the expected responsibilities of
teaching, what hides in the shadows of this
experience is the many new expectations
that were at times risky and unreasonable,
but nonetheless demanded of teachers.
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One of the most pressing demands focused
on teachers revamping their entire teaching
structure while maintaining the rigor and
success that would lead to high scores on the
standardized assessment. Then, when testing
day arrived and many students refused to sit
in a room with 20 or more other students,
teachers were criticized for their lack of
sufficient data—or worse, they were blamed
for inadequate scores of those who did show
up. The outcome of this is illustrated in
Figure 2.

More specifically, Figure 2 depicts the
response from administration based on their
discontent with the data from the
standardized assessment. In an attempt to
raise student averages and increase the
passing rates on the next semester’s
assessments, administration chose to focus
on the students attending class in person—
even at the risk of neglecting those attending
online. Rather than Zoom each day, remote
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students would only Zoom on Mondays,
Wednesdays, and Fridays; they would work
independently on Tuesdays and Thursdays.
In theory, this would allow teachers to return
to traditional teaching on Tuesdays and
Thursdays so that the students in the
classroom could learn in a way they were
more comfortable with. However, for most
teachers, not many students attended class in
person on Tuesdays and Thursdays. Those at
home were left to learn independently, while
only one or two students were taught using
the traditional methods. Despite the lack of
attendance, the expectation remained, and
teachers were reprimanded when they failed
to effectively execute traditional teaching.
Some teachers allowed students to join
Zoom on those days anyway, so that they
would not have to learn on their own, but
this meant sitting at the computer which was
not acceptable under traditional teaching
practices. Administration would walk
through in teams of five or six to pressure
teachers and ensure they were up at the
board focusing on the students in the room.
In some classes, this meant teaching to one
student while 20 or more others tried to
complete the work alone at home.
These examples demonstrate the
journey that has left teachers conflicted;
instinctual choices are no longer the correct
choices. Though a situation seems unsafe,
the priority is the passing rate of the student,
and teachers must consider how putting
themselves first might lead to reprimand. In
Figure 3, the teacher explains in her letter
that she has felt pressured to have students
work in groups, pressured to place herself in
close proximity to her students, pressured to
touch students’ personal belongings, and, in
general, pressured to place her health at risk
if it means the student will be more likely to
pass. She explains that these forms of
pressure have placed her and other teachers
in a position to choose between the students’
learning and their own safety. Worse,
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though, is that when the difficulty of this
situation is brought to the attention of the
administration, the concern is disregarded
and unaddressed, leaving the teacher unsure
of how to proceed and feeling
unacknowledged.

In more extreme cases, it is all the more
unclear what the priority should be. For
example, in Figure 4 the students question
the lockdown procedures and wonder if the
protocols interfere with COVID-19 safety
protocols. Many students even shared their
thoughts in such nonchalance that it was
clear they have become accustomed to the
idea of being unsafe at school. The
overarching question implied in Figure 4 is
simply which danger outweighs the other.
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Considering the inspiration behind these
images, educators should return to Art
Spiegelman’s questioning of the concept of
ephemeral: “What will last? What is
ephemeral? What is timeless? What is
passing?” (Heller, 2004). As teachers, we
should consider what from these comics will
simply stand as a reminder of a difficult
chapter in teaching and what will show the
beginning of a much bigger issue. The
figures above exemplify many frustrations
over constant demands and irregularities that
came with teaching during Covid-19.
However, deeper in these shadows lurk
unfortunate circumstances that will be more
difficult to consider as “passing” or
“ephemeral” (Heller, 2004).
Teaching in a Socially Divided and
Conflict-Ridden World
"Teaching this horrible doctrine to our
children is a form of child abuse, the
truest sense," Trump said. "For many
years now, the radicals have mistaken
Americans' silence for weakness.
They're wrong. There is no more
powerful force than a parent's love for
their children. And patriotic moms and
dads are going to demand that their
children are no longer fed hateful lies
about this country."… Following his
remarks, the phrases "Trump Youth"
and "Hitler Youth" trended on Twitter,
with some likening the president's new
education project to the indoctrination
of young people in Nazi Germany.
-Alana Wise (2020), Trump Announces
‘Patriotic Education’ Commission
In the midst of the pandemic, teachers
were also navigating through many socially
divided issues; most prominently was that of
racial injustice. Moreover, the timing of the
pandemic, aligned with the presidential
election, caused more conflict and tension in
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the country and classrooms. Due to the new
teaching styles brought on by the pandemic,
most students spent part, or most, of the year
learning from home. Many students were
attending class through platforms such as
Zoom—these students usually attended
these classes accompanied by their parents.
Before this new wave of teaching, content
and curriculum had never been a secret from
parents, but it also had never been so easily
accessible. This placed teachers in a position
to navigate cautiously through their
curriculum in order to appease the values of
each household. More specifically, teachers
were asked to change the topics of
discussion in class, the types of stories they
assigned, and even the images and words
they uploaded on their classroom
homepages. Hoping to avoid offending or
making anyone uncomfortable, these
teachers made any changes necessary to
their curriculum; unfortunately, the requests
appear to follow a profoundly concerning
pattern.
The following experiences describe
requests for ninth and 10th grade teachers to
censor, edit, or remove a topic of learning
from their lesson plans, discussions, or
curriculum. Amongst these requests was an
appeal for a teacher to edit her classroom’s
homepage. The request came from a parent
of one of the students. The parent felt
uneasy about this teacher’s homepage due to
a digital poster that read “Black Lives
Matter.” The parent wanted to ensure that
the teacher did not have any more of these
posters in her actual classroom before
deciding whether to send the student to
school in person. Thus, an administrator was
sent to the teacher’s classroom to look
around and assure the parent that there were
no such posters. Although the teacher was
not forced to edit her homepage,
administration heavily suggested that she
consider doing so in order to avoid making
more students or parents uncomfortable. The
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teacher asked for anonymity in sharing her
experience but did offer to share the photo
of her classroom homepage that she refused
to edit (see Figure 5).

Similarly, another teacher was asked to
refrain from including Black Lives Matter as
a topic of discussion in the classroom. This
teacher’s lesson focused on explaining the
writing process using a prompt that asked
the importance of standing up for what you
believe. The Black Lives Matter movement
was a potential example suggested by a
student. The teacher wrote out the student’s
idea and showed the class how to elaborate
on the topic to create a body paragraph.
Shortly after this lesson, the teacher received
an email from a parent requesting a phone
call. When the teacher spoke with the
parent, the parent requested that the topic
not be mentioned again in class. The parent
explained that their student had relatives
who were police officers, and they did not
want the child to think poorly of their
family. The parents were assured that the
child was under no obligation to choose the
sample topic for their own paper, and the
teacher was even willing to offer an
alternative prompt for the student. The
parent made clear that even referencing the
topic was unacceptable, and they would
rather their child have no part in knowing
anything about this. The teacher refrained
from the topic for the remainder of the
semester.
Another request emerged in February as
teachers chose to incorporate Black History
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Month into their curriculum. As a daily
warm-up activity, students were introduced
to a new prominent figure each day and
asked to reflect on or respond to a question
about their life, struggles, or
accomplishments. On the day that Emmett
Till was discussed, a request from a parent
was taken directly to the principal of the
campus. In Figure 6, an image of Emmett
Till can be seen along with a description and
question that was posed to the class. The
parent explained that they found this
assignment to be inappropriate and
requested this not be taught without proper
clearance in the future. The teacher was
asked by her administration if she had sent
out a permission slip to teach this concept,
something she had never been asked to do in
the past—something none of the other
teachers in her level had thought to do
either, though they taught the same lesson.
The teacher was asked to take the
assignment down per the parent’s request
and, in the future, send out a permission slip
before discussing the topic again. The
teacher was also asked to post an alternative
assignment for students who would choose
to opt out of the Black History Month
lessons.

Unfortunately, many of the requests
these teachers faced aligned with former
President Donald Trump’s call for a more
“patriotic education.” He stated that “critical
race theory, the 1619 Project, and the
crusade against American history is toxic
propaganda, ideological poison that, if not
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removed, will dissolve the civic bonds that
tie us together. It will destroy our country”
(Wise, 2020). Coming from a presidential
voice, these views on curriculum carry
immense weight. Although current President
Joe Biden has already redacted this
educational reform, many people agree with
the former president and will stand by his
point of view. This will, and has, led to a
tempestuous classroom environment in
which teachers are placed in a difficult and
stressful position. These teacher experiences
demonstrate that the automatic response is to
appease any complaints and be as neutral
and accommodating as possible. Due to
COVID-19, these issues have been
diminished and treated as small
inconveniences that need immediate
pacification. However, as teachers step out
from the shadows of COVID-19 and try to
establish a new normal, they must decide
how to approach similar situations moving
forward, especially as these examples have
every potential to snowball into the creation
of a culture of exclusivity and
discrimination—one, unfortunately, with
which American education is far too
familiar.
Singular Culture Versus Collective
Healing
Collective trauma refers to an entire
group’s psychological reaction to a
traumatic event, such as the Trail of
Tears (Native Americans), slavery,
Japanese internment, and Holocaust.
The COVID-19 pandemic is shared not
only nationally but also globally,
emotionally connecting people around
the world through experiences of
helplessness, uncertainty, loss, and
grief… We hope that this collective
trauma drives us to less divisions, less
hatred, and facilitate more forms of
understanding with the other and with
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what surrounds us. In other words, we
need to walk the bridge that connects
collective trauma and collective
healing.
~Watson et al. (2020), Covid‐19
Interconnectedness (pp. 840–841
Historically, a mentality of a singular
culture focused, in large, on language and
the power it had. For example, in 1919 a
territorial report demanded that “all
Americans must be taught to read and write
and think in one language; this is a primary
condition to that growth which all nations
expect of us and which we demand of
ourselves” (Spring, 2018, p. 256). This
expectation led to racism and discrimination
against other languages and in turn affected
many cultural groups such as African
Americans, Asian Americans, Latin
Americans, Mexican Americans, and Native
Americans. Language was the tie to their
cultural identity, and the stripping of it
brought upon protest and unrest.
Nonetheless, some groups created ways to
cling to their identities, despite the push for
assimilation. For example, African slaves
created oral traditions and the Cherokee
tribe created an alphabet to spread their
language. In doing so, they used new forms
of literature that would perpetuate and
immortalize their language and their culture.
Unfortunately, many constructs of
schooling today have shared a similar
mentality of singularity as they push for
English-only classrooms, religious-based
restrictions, a one-size-fits-all standard, and
now a censoring of divisive content and
social issues—especially in relation to race.
In 2002, the signing of the No Child Left
Behind Act insisted that every student learn
the same material. This act also allowed
charter schools to set religious ideals by
which curriculum had to abide. As a result,
this escalated the discrimination of minority
groups, Spanish-speaking students, and the
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LGBTQ+ community (Spring, 2018). In the
past, in allowing this mentality in our
classrooms, teachers failed to provide
inclusive and equitable quality education to
all students and deprived them of their
identities—much like what was done to the
Cherokee tribe or African slaves. Further,
Goal 16 in United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization
(UNESCO, 2014) states that “most
secondary schools continue to be
segregated” (p. 14). While this may not be in
the same way as it was historically, by
censoring or limiting discussion on racebased topics, teachers are allowing
communities of students to feel excluded
from the curriculum. In doing so, they are
increasing the chances of conflict in the
classroom as UNESCO (2014) continues to
explain how any perceived unfairness in
access to education can actually reinforce
forms of violence. Rather than perpetuate
this exclusion or culture and self, UNESCO
(2014) emphasizes how inclusive education
will help prevent conflict and promote
tolerance to diversity—reducing the risk of
violence that has become too commonplace
in the school setting.
Thus, as educators strive for this
collective healing and inclusive culture,
there is every reason to place renewed
emphasis on
the moral and cultural dimensions of
education, enabling each person to
grasp the individuality of other people
and to understand the world’s erratic
progression towards a certain unity; but
this process must begin with selfunderstanding through an inner voyage
whose milestones are knowledge,
meditation and the practice of selfcriticism. (Dejors et al., as cited in
Hargreaves & Fink, 2006, p. 17)
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By focusing on this exploration of selfunderstanding, teachers celebrate the
individuality of each student while still
pushing toward an empathetic, inclusive,
and collective healing. Moreover, it is
important that, as educators, we approach
curriculum with the understanding that
inclusion requires the ridding of
preconceived notions of citizenship,
Americanism, or any standardized norm.
True inclusion provides a sense of
empowerment and embracing, not only of
our student’s language or culture, but also of
the literature, content, and discussion that
celebrates it. Therefore, during this
transition towards a post COVID-19
teaching structure, not only must educators
work towards repairing the exclusions that
have existed for the past 20 years, but also
they must avoid repeating this pattern and,
instead, promote a truly inclusive education.
In doing so, they may be able to heal from
the collective trauma and overall stress that
has been a numbing norm for the past year.
Exploration of Self and Unity:
Implementing Read Woke Pedagogy
There really is no clear path for the
disease to travel. Some people have
visions. Some people hear voices. And
some people just get paranoid. My mom
would also want me to take a minute to
tell you about the huge strides in
medicine to help people cope with the
side effects. She’s a glass-half-full kind
of woman.
The whole seeing and hearing things
that other people can’t is like something
straight out of Harry Potter. Like in The
Chamber of Secrets when he heard the
voice through the walls. Keeping it a
secret made me feel privileged, like
waiting for my letter from Hogwarts to
arrive. I thought maybe it would mean
something.
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But then Ron ruins that possibility when
he says, ‘Hearing voices no one else
can hear isn’t a good sign, even in the
wizarding world.’ Harry ended up
being fine. Nobody sent him to therapy
or tried to give him pills. He just got to
live in a world whre everything he
thought he’d heard and seen turned out
to be real. Lucky Bastard.
~Julia Walton (2017), Words on
Bathroom Walls (pp. 7–8)
The excerpt from Walton (2017)
illustrates a common theme in the Read
Woke literature as the main character
struggles to feel represented or understood
and searches for someone like him in
literature. Even then, though, he finds a very
limited scope of characters who, like him,
suffer from schizophrenia. The goal in
including this novel and many like it in the
Read Woke literature is to reach as many
students as possible, so that they may feel
valued and regarded. Cicely Lewis (2018), a
former educator, founded Read Woke, and
she stresses:
Read Woke is a movement. It is a
feeling. It is a style. It is a form of
education. It is a call to action; it is our
right as lifelong learners. It means
arming yourself with knowledge in
order to better protect your rights.
Knowledge is power and no one can
take it away. It means learning about
others so that you can treat people with
the respect and dignity that they deserve
no matter their religion, race, creed, or
color. (Education section, para 1)
This program works off the foundation of
woke pedagogy, “in which teachers
deliberately and skillfully integrate critiques
of longstanding oppressive structures into
their curriculum and fully acknowledge the
present-day impact of these structures on the
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lived experiences of students and
themselves” (Caldera, 2018, p. 4). This
approach is meant to contrast the color-blind
approach to pedagogy that Caldera (2018)
explains fails at three levels: (a) by seeing
no color, one is denying or refusing to
acknowledge the students’ full identity; (b)
by claiming all students are equal, one
diminishes or ignores the systematic
differences and pitfalls that limit minority
students; and (c) by expecting teachers to be
apolitical, colorless, and cultureless to
maintain objectivity, teachers are denied
their own identity and perpetuate the
disenfranchisement of the individual self.
Moreover, Caldera (2018) emphasizes the
importance that “while woke pedagogy
clearly challenges colorblindness, it further
repudiates other blindnesses as well—class
blindness, gender blindness, sexuality
blindness, religion blindness, and the
intricate intersections among them” (p. 2).
Hence, a Read Woke pedagogy focuses on
the implementation of literature that does the
same.
In addition to the exploration and
validation of one’s individuality, this
pedagogy also offers the chance to explore a
more united mindset. Not only can students
read literature that reflects their concept of
self, they can also explore “the other”
(Heaton, 2020). This notion is one presented
by a similar pedagogical construct
developed by Heaton as reconciliation
education. Under this construct, students are
able “to drop prejudices and to adopt more
positive perspectives and attitudes toward
other groups of people” through creative
writing and empathy exercises in which
students take on the perspective of a
different group of people (Heaton, 2020, p.
54), the goal being that students recognize
that they have more in common with ‘the
other’ or, at the least, the student
acknowledges and better understands their
struggles. Unfortunately, however, this
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construct must be implemented carefully as,
too often, unity is equated to assimilation or
absorption and educators risk returning to
the issue of blindness rather than inclusion.
For example, in attempts to plan for a
post Covid-19 curriculum, one should
consider how this collective trauma brings
about an automatic response to promote
general trauma therapy. However, this type
of therapy shares the same drawbacks as the
colorblind approach mentioned above as it
fails to address the individual experiences
and needs of those involved. Thus, a true
collective healing requires a new
connotation of the word collective—a
mosaic rather than a melting pot: “where
every piece is requisite to construct the
whole” (Huber, 2002). Therefore, educators
must incorporate the structures of these
pedagogical constructs responsibly and
effectively. For, in choosing to discuss,
celebrate, analyze, and empathize with a
myriad of perspectives through a pedagogy
such as this, they not only show teachers and
students that they are represented and
valued, but they also encourage healing
from feelings of disillusionment towards
both teaching and learning. Ultimately, this
approach would provide a new form of
collective trauma therapy, as well as do so in
a way that encourages what Caldera (2018)
describes as “self-determination, citizenship
in the classroom, and activism beyond the
classroom” (p. 3).
Stepping out of the Shadows
Overall, the entire pandemic experience
has held such negative-based prominence
that both students and teachers are left to
feel disillusioned and disenchanted with
education. The struggle to maintain a
learning environment in which students and
teachers feel safe, valued, and engaged has
only worsened. While it may seem farcical
to suggest an implementation of new
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pedagogy as a way to heal from a pandemic,
it is clear that the isolation brought by this
pandemic has created a worrisome level of
disconnection. Thus, a pedagogy that
focuses on bringing back a sense of
humanity, connection, and community to the
classroom seems like a great place to begin
healing from what one can only hope will
not be long-term effects of COVID-19.
Unfortunately, this pedagogy is not
expected to be implemented easily, as the
reality of the situation is many students,
parents, and even other teachers or
administrators might feel uncomfortable
with the topics in the literature. Further,
according to a case study by Heaton (2019),
titled I No Longer Feel Comfortable
Teaching Here: The Need for Schools to
Support Educators Teaching Against
Racism, one of the more difficult topics to
teach is that of anti-racism—something
educators have already begun to see
throughout this pandemic. Nonetheless, they
must still pursue and push for its inclusion in
a delicate manner. Heaton (2019) explains
that “Anti-racism education must be taught
sensitively due to its challenging nature, but
it must also be taught effectively due to the
fact racism is real and has often shaped the
worldviews of students and adults in a
school community” (p. 89). Heaton (2019)
mentioned push back from parents and
complaints about the curriculum, which
ultimately lead educators to feel very
uncomfortable teaching. In order to avoid
this now, we must push pass the discomfort
and seek support from our parents and peers
early on. Especially as Heaton (2019)
explains, “such support is crucial for
optimizing the socioemotional development
of children and the health and wellbeing of
recipients of racism, and society as a whole”
(p. 89).
While the implementation of a Read
Woke pedagogy might not be easy, avoiding
these topics will only marginalize students
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further and increase the feelings of isolation
that permeated over the last year. Further,
“to ignore the lives of young people and the
current state of affairs is to fail students and
miss the potential for education to inform,
challenge, and inspire change. Woke
pedagogy refutes this neglect” (Block, 2016,
as cited in Caldera, 2018, p. 8). Thus, while
there may be plentiful objections, and
teachers may face continual disregard or
lack of support, there are many teachers,
students, parents, and staff hoping that
schools will become a place of safety,
inclusion, and acceptance (see Figure 7).
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Appendix A
Figure 1
A Teacher's Perspective on the Overwhelming Changes in Teaching Due to COVID-19

Note. From Alexis Segura. Reprinted with permission.
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Appendix B
Figure 2
A Teacher's Perspective on the Demands to Return to Traditional Teaching

Note. From Mitchell Billingsley. Reprinted with permission.

https://scholarworks.sfasu.edu/jma/vol6/iss2/11
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Appendix C
Figure 3
A Disregarded Letter of Concern, Appealing for Grace and Mercy Towards Teachers

Note. Image created by a teacher who chose to remain anonymous. Reprinted with permission.
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Appendix D
Figure 4
A Teacher’s Depiction of the Response Students Had to Lockdown Procedures and Potential
School Shootings During COVID-19

Note. From Alexis Segura. Reprinted with permission.

https://scholarworks.sfasu.edu/jma/vol6/iss2/11
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Appendix E
Figure 5
Classroom Homepage With Controversial Black Lives Matter Poster

Note. Image created by a teacher who chose to remain anonymous. Reprinted with permission.
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Appendix F
Figure 6
Emmett Till Assignment for Black History Month

Note. Image created by a teacher who chose to remain anonymous. Reprinted with permission.

https://scholarworks.sfasu.edu/jma/vol6/iss2/11
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Appendix G
Figure 7
Teachers and Administrators Determined to Teach With Inclusive Literature, Topics, and
Curriculum Through the Read Woke Program
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